1:1 SAFETY BAR PREPARATION - CRUZ W/ SAFETY BAR

MAX6 CRUZ W/ SAFETY BAR

If you are installing on a Max6 Cruz with a Safety Bar, remove the washers and nylock nuts from the bottom of the Safety Bar assembly.

MAX6 CRUZ W/ SAFETY BAR

Skip to step 1:2.

1:2 HITCH INSTALLATION

NOTE: Fully tighten ALL Hardware in the assembly.

MAX6 CRUZ W/ SAFETY BAR

ADD BACK (E)

(F) x2

BACK OF CAR

MAX6 HELIX

(F) x2

1/4" X 2-1/2" Truss Screw - 1/4" Flat Washer - 1/4" Nyloc Nut

HARDWARE - SCALE 1:1

(E) x2

Reuse Washer & Nylock Nut

(F) x2/x4

BACK OF CAR